1. Introduction {#s1}
===============

Functional annotations of gene products, i.e., proteins and RNAs, can promote the progress of drug development (Barabási et al., [@B2]; Xuan et al., [@B100]), disease analysis (Kissa et al., [@B37]; Zeng et al., [@B124]; Zhang et al., [@B125]), gene set enrichment analysis (Zheng and Wang, [@B132]; Mi et al., [@B57]), and many other domains (Radivojac et al., [@B73]; Jiang et al., [@B32]; Shehu et al., [@B82]; Zhou et al., [@B133]). Advances in bio-technology make it possible to perform high-throughput experiments, which yield diverse functional information about gene products, at decreasing costs. The key task has shifted from collecting such data to analyzing the data with a unified functional description scheme. To address this problem, some paradigms (Ashburner et al., [@B1]; Ruepp et al., [@B76]; Dessimoz and Škunca, [@B16]) aim to describe the functional properties of gene products in a formal and species neutral way, as well as to assist computational gene function prediction. Among these paradigms, Gene Ontology (GO) (Ashburner et al., [@B1]) and MIPS Functional Catalog (FunCat) (Ruepp et al., [@B76]) are the most often used. Compared with FunCat, GO is more comprehensive, is continuously updated, has more affiliated functional annotations, and is more widely used. Therefore, we focus on function prediction methods using GO.

GO is composed of three ontologies: molecular functional ontology (MFO), biological process ontology (BPO), and cellular component ontology (CCO) (Ashburner et al., [@B1]). MFO describes the elemental activities of a gene product at the molecular level (i.e., binding and catalysis); BPO captures the beginning and end, pertinent to the functioning of integrated living units: cells, tissues, organs, and organisms; CCO describes the parts of cells and their extracellular environments. Each ontology consists of a set of ontological terms (GO terms), which are organized in a hierarchy, or directed acyclic graph (DAG), as shown in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. This DAG can be generated from the ontology file with moderate scripts (i.e., Matlab, R, and Python). In the [Supplementary Material](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, we provide some exemplar codes for generating an association matrix from GO and to visualize the Ontology. Each GO term is defined by a unique alphanumeric identifier and can be viewed as a vertex of the graph, and the function is described using controlled words. The edge encodes the relationships (*is a, part of*, and *regulate*) between GO terms. For example, "GO:0043473" represents the pigmentation, and "GO:0048066" describes the developmental pigmentation; the two terms are connected by a line with "I," which means that the developmental pigmentation *is a* subtype of pigmentation.

![Snapshot of a directed acyclic graph from Gene Ontology. Each ontological term is represented by an alphanumeric identifier, and its biological function is described by controlled words. These GO terms are hierarchically connected with different types of directed edges. The level of a GO term in the DAG is determined by its furthest distance to the root GO term ("GO:0008150" in BPO, "GO:0005575" in CCO, and "GO:0003674" in MFO). For example, "GO:0048087" is a direct child and also a grandson of "GO:0048066," and its furthest distance to the root term is 5, while "GO:0006856" is another direct child of "GO:0048066" and its furthest distance to the root is 4, so "GO:0006856" is plotted at a higher level than "GO:0048087".](fgene-11-00400-g0001){#F1}

GO annotation is another component of GO, and it stores the *currently* known functional knowledge of gene products. Each positive annotation relates a gene with a GO term, and indicates the gene product carries out the function described by this term. Similarly, each negative annotation indicates the gene product does not perform the function described by this term. The GO consortium (Ashburner et al., [@B1]) independently or collaboratively annotate genes with GO terms from model organisms (or species) of wide interest among biologists, such as *Homo sapiens, Mus musculus, Arabidopsis thaliana*, and so on. However, our current knowledge about the functional taxonomy of gene products is still immature. Therefore, both the GO hierarchy and annotations are regularly updated with new knowledge and archived for reference. The collected GO annotations are still quite incomplete, imbalanced, and rather shallow (Rhee et al., [@B75]; Thomas et al., [@B87]; Dessimoz and Škunca, [@B16]). For example, different species have different distributions of GO annotations; *zebrafish* is heavily studied in terms of developmental biology and embryogenesis, while *rat* is the standard model for toxicology (Dessimoz and Škunca, [@B16]). The portion of negative annotations is much smaller than positive ones, because a negative result may be due to inadequate experimental conditions and is often deemed as less useful and publishable than a positive annotation. By December 2019, GO included more than 45,000 terms, and each gene was only annotated with several or dozens of these terms. Therefore, it is rather difficult to accurately infer the associations between the genes and the many GO terms.

Each GO term can be modeled as a semantic label and, thus, the gene function prediction task can be treated as a classification problem to determine whether the label is positive for the gene or not. Early gene function prediction solutions simply utilized this annotation information (Schwikowski et al., [@B80]; Hvidsten et al., [@B30]; Raychaudhuri et al., [@B74]; Schug et al., [@B79]; Troyanskaya et al., [@B90]; Karaoz et al., [@B35]), and converted the problem into a plain binary (or multi-class) classification task (Hua and Sun, [@B28]; Lanckriet et al., [@B40]; Leslie et al., [@B42]). Such methods ignored the correlations between the GO terms and the imbalanced characteristics of terms; therefore, their accuracy was low. Since a gene is often simultaneously annotated with a set of structurally organized GO terms, some researchers model gene function prediction as a multi-label or structural output prediction task (Barutcuoglu et al., [@B3]; Obozinski et al., [@B63]; Zhang and Zhou, [@B126]; Kahanda and Ben-Hur, [@B34]). Others attempted to use the inter-relationships among GO terms, and introduced a variety of solutions based on multi-label learning. These generally obtained an improved accuracy (Mostafavi et al., [@B62]; Mostafavi and Morris, [@B61]; Yu et al., [@B105], [@B114]).

We utilized Web of Science[^1^](#fn0001){ref-type="fn"} to search articles related to gene function prediction using GO published in the past 10 years through a keyword search: "gene ontology and gene function prediction." The statistic counts are shown in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. We can see that research interest in this topic is increasing. As the need of human knowledge (i.e., GO and its annotations) for artificial intelligence in biology increases, we believe the study of GO for gene function prediction and for other biomedical data mining tasks will be fast growing. Several excellent surveys provide a comprehensive literature summation of the progress in gene function prediction (a.k.a. protein function prediction) and the studies of GO from different perspectives (Pandey et al., [@B64]; Tiwari and Srivastava, [@B89]; Valentini, [@B92]; Mazandu et al., [@B56]; Shehu et al., [@B82]; Dessimoz and Škunca, [@B16]). However, to the best of our knowledge, none of them focus on harnessing GO for gene function prediction.

![The number of published papers related to GO-based gene function prediction over 10 years.](fgene-11-00400-g0002){#F2}

Therefore, we give a comprehensive review of GO-based gene function prediction methods ( categorized in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The three main issues in gene function prediction are summarized on the left side of [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. Categories of computational methods that combat one or two of these issues are on the right side of [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. Each of these methods is detailed in the following sections.

![Three issues in gene function prediction **(left)**, and categorization of existing computational solutions based on GO **(right)**.](fgene-11-00400-g0003){#F3}

The rest of this review is organized as follows. We introduce the workflow of gene function prediction, conventions in GO and typical evaluation metrics in section 2. In section 3, we categorize the existing GO-based gene function prediction methods. In section 4, we summarize remaining issues, as well as some interesting but less explored topics in gene function prediction. Section 5 concludes the survey.

2. Related Knowledge {#s2}
====================

Gene function prediction methods mainly utilize the structure of GO and biological features (including nucleotide/amino acids sequences, gene expression, and interaction data, etc.) of genes. Therefore, we first review the basic workflow of gene function prediction, introduce the *True Path Rule*, and evidence codes from GO, and then present the widely-used evaluation metrics for gene function prediction.

2.1. The Workflow of Gene Function Prediction
---------------------------------------------

The GO file and annotation files are publicly accessible at <http://geneontology.org/>. They are regularly updated and archived. GO can be represented by a DAG (**G**∈ℝ^*m*\ ×\ *m*^ for *m* terms). The GO annotations are usually encoded by a gene-term association matrix (**Y**∈ℝ^*n*\ ×\ *m*^ for *n* genes with respect to *m* GO terms). If gene *i* is annotated with *t* or *t*\'s descendants, then **Y**(*i, t*) = 1; if this gene is not annotated with *t* or its ancestor, then **Y**(*i, t*) = −1; otherwise, **Y**(*i, t*) = 0. We want to remark that **Y**(*i, t*) = 0 simply indicates that till now there is no evidence that this gene does or does not carry out the function related to term *t*. This specification is based on the incompleteness and open-world assumption of GO annotations (Schnoes et al., [@B77]; Dessimoz and Škunca, [@B16]). If **X**∈ℝ^*n*\ ×\ *d*^ stores the numeric features of these genes, then the function prediction task can be seen as a classification task that makes use of **Y** and input pattern **X** to train a model, which can predict the association probabilities between these (or new) genes and GO terms.

Existing methods of computational gene function prediction generally focus on the three tasks ( illustrated in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}): (i) predicting *missing* (new) annotations, which updates some entries in **Y** with value 0 into 1 to identify new functional annotations of genes; (ii) identifying *noisy* annotations, which updates some entries in **Y** with value 1 into −1 to remove these false positive annotations; (iii) predicting *negative* examples, which updates some entries in **Y** with value 0 into −1 to state that the gene clearly does not carry out this function. The first task has been extensively studied, while the latter two tasks are attracting research interest.

![Exemplar tasks of gene function prediction, which include predicting *missing, negative*, and *noisy* annotations.](fgene-11-00400-g0004){#F4}

The evaluation protocol for gene function prediction is generally performed one of two ways. One way is called *history to recent*, which takes advantage of previously archived GO annotations to train a model and evaluate the model\'s predictions by referring to more recent GO annotations. The second way is called *dataset partition* (or cross-validation), which divides the archived GO annotations into two (or three) sets, the first one (or two) sets for training (or tuning) the predictor, and the remaining set for testing the predictor. There are three main differences between the two ways. First, from the view of selecting training and testing sets, the *history to recent* evaluation is affected by the time span, since GO annotations are regularly updated. A time span of one or 2 years is often adopted. The *dataset partition* evaluation is influenced by the proportion of training and testing sets; a higher proportion of training sets generally gives better results. Second, from the prediction results, the *history to recent* way evaluates the fixed, recent annotations and, thus, it does not have a variance. In contrast, the *dataset partition* evaluation has to repeat multiple, independent runs to avoid the impact of random partition, and the average results and variances are both influenced. The results obtained in the *history to recent* evaluation are generally better than those obtained by the *dataset partition* evaluation. That is because *history to recent* evaluation uses all the genes and annotations for training, while *dataset partition* only uses genes in the training set and excludes genes in the testing set. Third, from the application view, the *history to recent* evaluation is deemed as more realistic and is more popular. Since GO annotations are regularly updated, the *history to recent* can reflect the potential of the model with up-to-data annotations. In contrast, the *dataset partition* may suffer from a circular prediction caused by the complex inter-connections between the partitioned training and testing sets.

2.2. Conventions in GO
----------------------

### 2.2.1. True Path Rule

The *True Path Rule* is one of the most important rules in GO (Blake, [@B4]), and should be respected in gene function prediction. If a gene is annotated with GO term *t*, then this gene is also annotated with *t*\'s ancestor terms. Conversely, if this gene does not have the function described by *t*, then it should not be annotated with *t*\'s descendant terms other. From this rule, we have
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where *par*(*t*) denotes the parent term of term *t*, *gpar*(*t*) is the grandparent term of *t*, and *uncle*(*t*) is the uncle (parent\'s sibling) term of *t*. *p*(*t*\|*par*(*t*)) is the conditional probability that a gene is annotated with *t* given this gene is already annotated with *par*(*t*). These equations imply that if a gene is annotated with GO terms *par*(*t*) \[or *uncle*(*t*)\], then this gene is also annotated with *gpar*(*t*) (if any), but not vice versa.

Given the structural relationships between terms, gene function prediction can be viewed as a structure output or multi-label learning problem (Barutcuoglu et al., [@B3]; Obozinski et al., [@B63]; Yu et al., [@B105]; Zhang and Zhou, [@B126]; Kahanda and Ben-Hur, [@B34]; Kulmanov et al., [@B39]). The structure or multi-label predictions are consistent if they obey the *True Path Rule* or satisfy Equations (1, 2). According to this rule, a positive prediction for a term but a negative prediction for its ancestor terms with respect to the same gene are inconsistent predictions. In other words, a positive prediction for a term implies positive predictions for all the ancestors, and a negative prediction implies negative associations for all the descendant terms.

### 2.2.2. Evidence Code

Each GO annotation is tagged with one or more evidence codes, which state the type of evidence (or source) from which the annotation is collected. GO adopts 21 evidence codes and groups them into four categories: (i) *Experimental*: EXP (Inferred from Experiment), IDA (Inferred from Direct Assay), IPI (Inferred from Physical Interaction), IMP (Inferred from Mutant Phenotype), IGI (Inferred from Genetic Interaction), and IEP (Inferred from Expression Pattern); (ii) *Computational*: ISS (Inferred from Sequence or structural Similarity), ISO (Inferred from Sequence Orthology), ISA (Inferred from Sequence Alignment), ISM (Inferred from Sequence Model), IGC (Inferred from Genomic Context), IBA (Inferred from Biological aspect of Ancestor), IBD (Inferred from Biological aspect of Descendant), IKR (Inferred from Key Residues), IRD (Inferred from Rapid Divergence), RCA (Inferred from Reviewed Computational Analysis), and IEA (Inferred from Electronic Annotation); (iii) *Author*: TAS (Traceable Author Statement) and NAS (Non-traceable Author Statement); (iv) *Curatorial*: IC (Inferred by Curator) and ND (No biological Data Available) (Consortium et al., [@B85]). The specific meanings of these evidence codes can be found at <http://www.geneontology.org/page/guide-go-evidence-codes>.

Except IEA, all other evidence codes are curated by curators. Several studies investigate the quality of GO annotations from the perspective of evidence codes. Thomas et al. ([@B86]) proposed to apply evidence codes as indicator for the reliability of annotations, and found that the annotations achieved by experimental and author statement are more reliable than others. Clark and Radivojac ([@B14]) investigated the quality of NAS and IEA annotations, and found IEA annotations were much more reliable than NAS ones in MFO branch. Gross et al. ([@B26]) considered evolutionary changes to evaluate stability and quality of different evidence codes. Buza ([@B6]) estimated the annotation quality with respect to terms in BPO via a rank of evidence codes. Jones et al. ([@B33]) found that a high false positive rate is obtained when leveraging ISS annotations and sequence data as the basis for prediction. Yu et al. ([@B111]) adopted evidence codes to weight the annotations and to identify the noisy annotations.

2.3. Evaluation Metrics
-----------------------

Multiple evaluation metrics can be adopted to quantify the results of gene function prediction. Given the complexity of gene function prediction, these metrics aim to evaluate the performance from different aspects (Radivojac et al., [@B73]; Jiang et al., [@B32]). For recent gene function prediction, *AUC, Fmax*, and *Smin* are recommended by CAFA (Critical Assessment of protein Function Annotation algorithms) (Radivojac et al., [@B73]; Jiang et al., [@B32]; Zhou et al., [@B133]). *AUC* defines different thresholds to plot the receiver-operating characteristics curve of each GO term, and then calculates the average-area value of these terms.

*Fmax* is the overall maximum harmonic mean of precision and recall across all possible thresholds on the predicted gene-term association matrix (Jiang et al., [@B32]). The formal definition of *Fmax* is
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where *m*(θ) is the number of genes, which have at least one predicted score ≥ θ. *TP*~*i*~ counts the number of true positive predictions, *FP*~*i*~ is the number of false positive predictions and *FN*~*i*~ counts the number of false negative predictions for gene *i*.

*Smin* utilizes information theoretic analogs based on the GO hierarchy to evaluate the minimum semantic distance between the predictions and ground-truths across all possible thresholds (Jiang et al., [@B31]). The formal definition of *Smin* is
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where *IC*(*t*) is the information content of the term *t*, which estimates a term\'s specificity by its frequency of annotation to genes (Lin, [@B46]). *p*~*i*~(θ) denotes the set of terms with predicted scores ≥ θ for gene *i*, and *T*~*i*~ denotes the set of terms annotated to that gene. In addition, the area under the precision-recall curve (AUPRC) is also widely used as an evaluation metric. Unlike AUC, it accounts for the imbalance in the GO terms and is also more discriminant than AUC (Guan et al., [@B27]; Peña-Castillo et al., [@B67]).

Gene function prediction can be viewed as a multi-label classification problem (Yu et al., [@B105]; Zhang et al., [@B127]). Evaluation metrics for multi-label learning are also used to quantify the performance of gene function prediction, such as *MicroAvgF1, MacroAvgF1, RankingLoss, Coverage*, and *AvgPrecision*. *MicroAvg-F1* calculates the F1 measure from the predictions of different GO terms as a whole; it is more affected by the performance of terms that have more relevant genes. *MacroAvgF1* averages the F1 scores of different GO terms, and is more affected by the performance of sparse GO terms with fewer relevant genes. *RankingLoss* evaluates the average fraction of GO-term pairs that are incorrectly ranked. *Coverage* examines the search steps to cover all relevant annotations from a predicted gene-term association matrix. *AvgPrecision* evaluates the average fraction of GO terms ranked above a particular GO term. The formal definitions of these multi-label evaluation metrics can be found elsewhere (Zhang and Zhou, [@B126]; Gibaja and Ventura, [@B24]). Here, we want to highlight that these metrics quantify the results of gene function prediction from different perspectives. Any single prediction model generally cannot consistently outperform all others across each of these metrics.

3. Categorization of Existing Solutions {#s3}
=======================================

It is difficult to give a pure categorization of GO-based gene function prediction solutions since there are always overlaps. In this paper, we classify the existing solutions according to whether hierarchical inter-relations are used between the GO terms, and whether the massive GO terms are compressed.

3.1. Gene Function Prediction Using Inter-Relations Between GO Terms
--------------------------------------------------------------------

GO uses a DAG to hierarchically organize the GO terms. This DAG encodes domain knowledge of biology. Evidence suggests that using the inter-relations between GO terms can boost the performance of gene function prediction (Tao et al., [@B83]; Pandey et al., [@B65]; Done et al., [@B17]). The inter-relations between GO terms can be measured from different viewpoints (Teng et al., [@B84]; Peng et al., [@B69]), and can be roughly grouped into two categories, *flat* and *hierarchical*. The flat inter-relations simply consider the occurrence of two GO terms annotated to the same genes, without explicitly using the hierarchical structure between the terms. The hierarchical inter-relations additionally account for the ontology structure. Based on the target tasks, we further divide those two methods into three subtypes based on whether they predict missing, noisy or negative annotations of genes, as listed in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Categories of solutions that use different inter-relations between GO terms.

                                     **Solutions**                     **Inter-relations**                 **Basic techniques**
  ---------------------------------- --------------------------------- ----------------------------------- ----------------------
  Predicting *missing* annotations   ProWL (Yu et al., [@B119])        Flat                                Weak label learning
  ProDM (Yu et al., [@B104])         Flat                              Weak label learning                 
  ProHG (Liu et al., [@B47])         Flat                              Random walks                        
  ITSS (Tao et al., [@B83])          Hierarchical                      Semantic similarity                 
  NtN (Done et al., [@B17])          Hierarchical                      Singular value decomposition        
  dRW (Yu et al., [@B123])           Hierarchical                      Random walks                        
  PILL (Yu et al., [@B121])          Hierarchical                      Random walks                        
  DeepGO (Kulmanov et al., [@B39])   Hierarchical                      Deep learning                       
  NewGOA (Yu et al., [@B108])        Hierarchical                      Bi-random walks                     
  AsyRW (Zhao et al., [@B130])       Hierarchical                      Bi-random walks                     
  Identifying *noisy* annotations    NoisyGOA (Lu et al., [@B52])      Hierarchical                        Semantic-based kNN
  NoGOA (Yu et al., [@B111])         Hierarchical                      Sparse representation               
  NFA (Lu et al., [@B51])            Hierarchical                      Sparse representation               
  Selecting *negative* annotations   ALBias (Youngs et al., [@B103])   Flat                                Bayesian model
  ProPN (Fu et al., [@B23])          Flat                              Random walks                        
  SNOB (Youngs et al., [@B102])      Hierarchical                      Bayesian model                      
  NETL (Youngs et al., [@B102])      Hierarchical                      Topic model                         
  IFDR (Yu et al., [@B107])          Hierarchical                      Semi-supervised linear regression   
  NegGOA (Fu et al., [@B22])         Hierarchical                      Random walks                        

### 3.1.1. Flat Inter-Relations-Based Solutions

Early solutions simply treated gene function prediction as a binary (or multi-class) classification problem (Hua and Sun, [@B28]; Lanckriet et al., [@B40]; Leslie et al., [@B42]). These solutions accounted for neither the flat nor the hierarchical inter-relations between GO terms. As a result, they are generally less accurate than more advanced solutions (Tao et al., [@B83]; Pandey et al., [@B65]; Done et al., [@B17]; Liu et al., [@B47]), which take into account the various inter-relation among GO terms.

To predict new GO annotations of genes, Elisseeff and Weston ([@B19]) pioneered a rank-based support vector machine that ranked relevant annotations of genes ahead of irrelevant ones. Yu et al. ([@B105]) and Zhang et al. ([@B127]) used the empirical co-occurrence of two GO terms annotated to the same genes to predict new annotations of genes, and Yu et al. ([@B113], [@B114]) further selectively fused multiple functional networks for gene function prediction. To replenish the missing annotations of partially annotated genes, Yu et al. ([@B119]) proposed a gene function prediction model based on weak label learning (ProWL), in which the labels of the annotated training data were incomplete. ProWL performs the prediction for one GO term at a time. To solve this problem, Yu et al. ([@B104]) presented an algorithm called ProDM, which uses the maximized dependency between the features and GO annotations of genes to predict missing (or new) GO annotations of genes. Chicco et al. ([@B10]) took advantage of the equivalence between a truncated singular value decomposition and an autoencoder neural network, and employed an autoencoder on the gene-term association matrix to predict missing annotations of genes.

To identify negative examples (or negative annotations with respect to a GO term/gene), some models (Mostafavi and Morris, [@B60]; Cesa-Bianchi et al., [@B7]) utilized heuristics to determine negative examples first and, thus, reduce the impact of an absence of negative examples in discriminative learning. Next, these models merged the selected negative examples to make a prediction. For example, Guan et al. ([@B27]) assumed that the negative examples of a given term were all genes not annotated with that term. Mostafavi and Morris ([@B60]) and Cesa-Bianchi et al. ([@B7]) presumed that negative examples of a target term came from the genes which were not annotated with sibling terms of that term. This hypothesis may be often violated, since a gene may be annotated with one or more of those sibling terms as more experimental evidence becomes available. Youngs et al. ([@B103]) introduced a model called ALBias, which assumed that the negative examples of a gene should root in the terms with the smallest probability of being annotated to that gene. The negative examples selected by ALBias can boost the performance of gene function predictions. To take advantage of information about features of genes and the available-but-scanty negative examples, Fu et al. ([@B23]) proposed a gene function prediction approach using positive and negative examples (ProPN). In ProPN, a signed hybrid directed graph encodes the positive and negative examples, the interactions between genes and the flat inter-relations between terms. Then, label propagation on the graph identifies the negative examples.

Irrespective of the target task, these solutions generally focus on using the co-occurrence of GO terms annotated to the same genes. Although some of them also use the annotations augmented by *True Path Rule*, they still do not explicitly include the important hierarchical inter-relations among the GO terms.

### 3.1.2. Hierarchical Inter-Relations-Based Solutions

Many models use the hierarchical inter-relations between GO terms and prove that the appropriate use of inter-relations can improve the gene function prediction (Tao et al., [@B83]; Done et al., [@B17]; Yu et al., [@B121]). For example, Barutcuoglu et al. ([@B3]) organized the predictions obtained from multiple binary classifiers for different terms in a Bayesian network derived from the GO hierarchy. Valentini ([@B91]) and Cesa-Bianchi et al. ([@B7]) further introduced a bi-directional asymmetric flow of information based on the GO hierarchy using an ensemble method, in which the positive predictions for a node propagated to its ancestors in a recursive way, while the negative predictions propagated to its offsprings. Obozinski et al. ([@B63]) focused on calibrating and combining independent predictions to obtain a set of probabilistic predictions that are consistent with the topology of the ontology. Kahanda and Ben-Hur ([@B34]) proposed a structured output solution that adopted a structural kernel function.

King et al. ([@B36]) directly applied the annotation patterns of genes to induce a decision tree or Bayesian classifier to predict gene functions. However, neither classifiers was reliable for sparse GO terms, which are annotated with too few ( ≤ 10) genes. Tao et al. ([@B83]) quantified the semantic similarity between genes by combing the hierarchical relationships between terms and known GO annotations of genes, then using a *k* nearest neighbor (kNN) classifier with the semantic similarity to predict unknown annotations of genes. Pandey et al. ([@B65]) employed Lin\'s similarity (Lin, [@B46]) to capture the inter-relations between hierarchically organized terms and to infer annotations of genes. Done et al. ([@B17]) introduced a method called NtN, which applies singular value decomposition (SVD) (Golub and Reinsch, [@B25]) on the gene-term association matrix, whose entries are weighted by the term frequency-inverse document frequency and GO hierarchy; thus, the semantic relationships between genes and between terms were explored and the missing associations between genes and terms were completed. Yu et al. ([@B121]) utilized the hierarchical and flat inter-relations among terms to predict additional annotations of partially annotated genes. However, this solution ignored GO terms in the GO hierarchy that were not yet annotated to studied genes. To solve this problem, Yu et al. ([@B123]) introduced a downward Random Walks model (dRW), which performed random walks on the GO hierarchy while taking the terms annotated to a gene as the initial nodes. Given the structural difference between the GO terms subgraph and the genes subgraph, Yu et al. ([@B108]) proposed a method called NewGOA, which used a bi-random walk strategy on a hybrid graph to predict new annotations of genes. Zhao et al. ([@B130]) quantified the individual walk-lengths for each node of a hybrid network composed of genes, GO terms and their hierarchical relations; then, a random walk with individual walk-lengths on the network was performed to achieve cross-species gene function prediction. Kulmanov et al. ([@B39]) developed a deep learning-based approach that utilized the GO structure as background information to optimize the predictions.

To select negative examples, Youngs et al. ([@B102]) proposed two algorithms: selection of negatives through observed bias (SNOB) and negative examples from topic likelihood (NETL). SNOB approximated the empirical conditional probability between terms using both direct and GO-hierarchy augmented annotations. NTEL assumed a gene is a document and all terms affiliated with that gene are words of that document; then it used a Latent Dirichlet Allocation topic model (Blei et al., [@B5]) to select negative examples. Fu et al. ([@B22]) proposed a negative GO annotations selection approach (NegGOA) that leveraged GO hierarchy, random walks, and co-occurrence patterns of annotations to select negative examples of a gene. Experimental study has demonstrated that NegGOA suffered less from incomplete annotations than NETL or SNOB, and that the selected negative examples improved the performance of gene function prediction. Yu et al. ([@B107]) applied a random walk on the GO hierarchy and biological network to enrich the links between nodes, and then factorized the updated relational matrices of hierarchy and the network into two low-rank numeric matrices (one for the feature data matrix and the other for the GO label matrix), and finally imposed a semi-supervised classification on the two low-rank matrices to infer positive or negative annotations of genes.

The GO hierarchical structure has also been used to identify noisy annotations, which is a less-studied but practical topic of gene function prediction. Since GO annotations of genes are collected from different sources (like crowdsourcing), these annotations are inevitably inaccurate (Huntley et al., [@B29]). Lu et al. ([@B52]) proposed a novel model (NoisyGOA) that measured the taxonomic similarity between ontological terms using the GO hierarchy and the semantic similarity between genes using annotations. Next, NoisyGOA utilized the GO annotations of a gene\'s neighbors to aggregate annotations of the gene. Then, it takes the positive annotations with the lowest aggregated scores as noisy annotations. However, NoisyGOA does not evaluate the reliability of different annotations, and includes noisy annotations when quantifying the semantic similarity between genes. To address that, Lu et al. ([@B51]) preset weights for different evidence codes and upward-propagated weights to ancestor annotations via the GO hierarchy. Next, they measured the semantic similarity between genes by *l*~1~-norm regularized sparse representation on the weighted gene-term association matrix, and took advantage of annotations of semantic neighbors to identify noisy annotations of a gene. Further, Yu et al. ([@B111]) introduced a more advanced and adaptive approach (NoGOA), which used evidence codes of annotations to deferentially weight annotations and sparse representation to quantify the similarity between genes to identify noisy annotations.

Overall, these solutions each model GO by using the pattern of GO annotations and/or GO hierarchy. Therefore, they generally obtain a better performance than counterparts without such modeling.

3.2. Gene Function Prediction by Compressing Massive GO Terms
-------------------------------------------------------------

GO now includes more than 45,000 GO terms, and most GO annotations of genes are sparse and incomplete. As such, predicting the associations between genes and massive terms is rather difficult. Some solutions (Emmert-Streib and Dehmer, [@B20]; Li et al., [@B45]; Yu et al., [@B108]) use different techniques to utilize the GO hierarchy graph and to boost performance with respect to sparse GO terms, which are annotated to too few genes. However, they still have to handle massive GO terms. In actual fact, the huge number of GO terms also causes a heavy computation burden for GO-based semantic similarity studies (Mistry and Pavlidis, [@B58]; Yu et al., [@B123]). To alleviate this difficulty, researchers have tried to compress massive terms, and predict gene functions in a compressed label space. Based on the adopted techniques, existing solutions can be divided into two types: (i) *matrix factorization-based* and (ii) *hashing coding-based* techniques. These methods are summarized in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. Obviously, these solutions have some overlaps with the ones introduced in the previous subsections. These solutions demonstrate that compressing GO terms improves accuracy and may even boost efficiency (Wang et al., [@B96]; Yu et al., [@B120]; Zhao et al., [@B129]).

###### 

Exemplar solutions based on compressing GO terms.

                                         **Solutions**                 **Inter-relations**
  -------------------------------------- ----------------------------- ---------------------
  Matrix factorization                   ProCMF (Yu et al., [@B117])   Flat
  clusDCA (Wang et al., [@B96])          Hierarchical                  
  NtN (Done et al., [@B17])              Hierarchical                  
  clusDCA (Wang et al., [@B96])          Hierarchical                  
  ProsNet (Wang et al., [@B97])          Hierarchical                  
  IFDR (Yu et al., [@B107])              Hierarchical                  
  NMFGO (Yu et al., [@B116])             Hierarchical                  
  ZOMF (Zhao et al., [@B131])            Hierarchical                  
  LSDRs (Makrodimitris et al., [@B54])   Hierarchical                  
  Hash learning                          HashGO (Yu et al., [@B120])   Hierarchical
  HPHash (Zhao et al., [@B129])          Hierarchical                  

### 3.2.1. Matrix Factorization-Based Solutions

Some efforts have been made toward applying matrix factorization-based solutions to compress sparse GO terms and to infer annotations of genes (Done et al., [@B17]; Wang et al., [@B96]; Yu et al., [@B107]). NtN (Done et al., [@B17]) and IFDR (Yu et al., [@B107]) are methods already mentioned in section 3.1.2. In addition, Yu et al. ([@B117]) proposed ProCMF to explore the latent relationships between genes and GO terms by matrix factorization. ProCMF factorized the gene-term association matrix into two low-rank matrices, and then defined two smoothness terms on these two matrices to use multiple functional association networks of genes and flat inter-relations between GO terms. These two terms also guide the matrix factorization and the approximation of the to-be-predicted gene-term association matrix. Wang et al. ([@B96]) introduced a method called clusDCA based on Diffusion Component Analysis (DCA) (Cho et al., [@B12]). clusDCA individually performed a random walk on the GO DAG and on the biological networks to capture information about the underlying structure, then obtained two updated adjacency matrices. To reduce noise, it applied SVD on the two matrices to compress them into two low-dimensional matrices. After that, clusDCA optimized a relational matrix between low-dimensional matrices to explore the latent relations, and to predict the associations between genes and GO terms. clusDCA manifested a significantly improved performance on sparse terms. Yu et al. ([@B116]) introduced a method called NMFGO, which combined non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) (Lee and Seung, [@B41]) with a GO DAG regularization term to factorize the gene-term association matrix into two low-rank matrices. Next, NMFGO used the low-rank matrices to explicitly calculate the semantic similarity between genes. After that, NMFGO predicted the low-rank labels of a gene based on the low-rank labels of its semantic neighbors. Then, it restored the predictions to the original GO terms. Makrodimitris et al. ([@B54]) recently experimentally evaluated a series of label-compression solutions based on matrix factorization and proved that compressed labels can boost the prediction performance.

However, the matrix factorization-based methods above lack interpretability of the compressed labels, and suffer from an inherent problem of thresholding both the relevant and irrelevant GO annotations from the predicted numeric gene-term association matrix. This problem is also found in multi-label learning (Pillai et al., [@B72]). To solve these problems, Zhao et al. ([@B131]) introduced a method based on zero-one matrix factorization (ZOMF). ZOMF decomposed the gene-term association matrix into two low-rank matrices with entry values restricted to one or zero, then explored the inner latent relationships between the genes and terms. Next, it defined two smoothness terms on these two low-rank matrices with respect to the gene-gene interactions and the structural relationships between terms, thus guiding the optimization of low-rank matrices. Finally, it reconstructed the association matrix using the optimized two low-rank matrices to predict gene functions. ZOMF did not need to threshold the reconstructed association probability matrix, and the compressed zero-one labels had a more intuitive explanation than compressed labels.

### 3.2.2. Hashing-Based Solutions

To achieve low storage and fast retrieval, hashing has been widely used in big data applications (Wang et al., [@B94]; Liu et al., [@B49]). For example, Tian et al. ([@B88]) used hash tables to store essential information learned from GO DAG and to efficiently compute the semantic similarity of genes. Empirical studies show that hash tables-based solutions can speed up diverse semantic similarity metrics, e.g., the group-based one (Teng et al., [@B84]) and Best Match Average (Pesquita et al., [@B70]). Researchers also recently employed hashing learning techniques to convert the typical one-hot coding of massive GO terms into short binary hashing codes. For example, Yu et al. ([@B120]) adopted a hashing technique that preserved the graph structure from Liu et al. ([@B48]) to represent a large set of GO terms with compact binary codes, and then computed semantic similarity between the genes using the Hamming distance to predict gene functions. However, this method did not obey the GO hierarchy very well. To solve this problem, Zhao et al. ([@B129]) introduced a hashing method that preserved the ontology hierarchy (HPHash), which sought a set of hash functions to maintain the GO hierarchy order and the taxonomic similarity between the terms. Then, HPHash used the hash functions to compress a high-dimensional gene-term association matrix into a low-dimensional binary matrix, and predicted the gene functions therein. HPHash improved the prediction accuracy, and can be used as a plugin to boost the BLAST-based gene function prediction (Zhang et al., [@B128]; You et al., [@B101]).

3.3. Cross-Species Solutions
----------------------------

GO is a community-collaborative effort in functional genomics, and GO terms are generally organized in a species-neutral way to reflect the broad domain knowledge of biology. Due to differences in the preferences of biologist and in research ethics for experiments involving humans, animals, and plants, the curated annotations of genes for different species are biased, incomplete, and imbalanced (Schnoes et al., [@B77]; Dessimoz and Škunca, [@B16]; Zhao et al., [@B130]). Two species with high homology have a large number of homologous genes, which should share similar (or even identical) GO annotations (Schnoes et al., [@B77]). Unfortunately, contemporary homologous genes are associated with different GO terms, due to the bias of biologists and diverse focuses on different species. Therefore, it is interesting to leverage the shared GO structure and complementary annotations of genes for cross-species gene function prediction.

In the early stages, typical cross-species solutions only involved the sequence data along with BLAST and PSI-BLAST (Zhang et al., [@B128]), but these solutions were unreliable, and the sequence identification was \<25% (Shehu et al., [@B82]). Eisen ([@B18]) found that utilizing evolutionary information improved gene function prediction. Guided by this observation, some databases based on the phylogenetic trees of animal-gene families appeared, such as TreeFam (Li et al., [@B43]). Chikina and Troyanskaya ([@B11]) leveraged gene sequence and expression data to identify function analogous genes, and obtained an improved accuracy. However, these solutions ignored GO. To consider GO, Mitrofanova et al. ([@B59]) presented a GO chain-graph-based approach to improve gene function prediction, which utilized high inter-species sequence homology, the PPIs of two or more species together and the GO hierarchy to construct a heterogeneous network. But this inter-species method only considered a small number of GO terms. Park et al. ([@B66]) demonstrated that comparing the sequences of just two genes participating in the same biological processes is somewhat inaccurate. Using other genomic data, such as gene expression, can supplement traditional sequence-similarity measures to boost the performance when evalusting biological-process functions. Some other solutions attempted more advanced sequence or physical-chemical similarity metrics to improve the function prediction (Vidulin et al., [@B93]; Kulmanov et al., [@B39]; You et al., [@B101]; Kulmanov and Hoehndorf, [@B38]). For example, You et al. ([@B101]) recently presented the GOLabeler, which separately trained five different classifiers from five different feature descriptors on sequence data, and then combined these classifiers to make a prediction. These attempts typically assumed that the annotations of the "well-annotated" species were complete, which is not true (Jiang et al., [@B31]). Moreover, they neglected the dynamic, mutually supplementary GO annotations of the close-homology species. Yu et al. ([@B112]) studied cross-species gene function prediction based on semantic similarity. They separately explored the prediction performance for two species with high or low homology, finding that annotations of highly-homologous species were complementary, while those of less homologous species did not complement each other. Kulmanov et al. ([@B39]) developed a deep learning-based method (DeepGO) to predict gene function from sequences. In DeepGO, the deep learning model predicted the GO annotations of genes based on gene sequences and dependencies between GO terms. To leverage the GO annotations of different species, Zhao et al. ([@B130]) constructed a heterogeneous network including the GO hierarchy, intra- and inter-species subnetworks. Then, they introduced an asynchronous random work on the heterogeneous network to predict gene functions.

3.4. GO-Based Semantic-Similarity Measures and Applications
-----------------------------------------------------------

The semantic similarity between genes is quantified using GO annotations and/or GO hierarchy. It is positively correlated with the feature similarity between them, which is computed from other biological data (Pesquita et al., [@B71]; Yu et al., [@B123]). Therefore, semantic-based (and also sequence similarity- or interaction network-based) gene function prediction has been popular in recent years (Tao et al., [@B83]; Yu et al., [@B123], [@B109], [@B111],[@B120]).

Semantic similarity-based methods typically use the semantic similarity to select the neighborhood genes and predict the annotations of a gene based on annotations of those neighborhood genes. ITSS (Tao et al., [@B83]), dRW (Yu et al., [@B123]), HashGO (Yu et al., [@B120]), HPHash (Zhao et al., [@B129]), and NMFGO (Yu et al., [@B116]) are some representative methods introduced in sections 3.1.2, 3.2.2. In addition, the semantic similarity is integrated with other feature similarities for gene function prediction (Yu et al., [@B122], [@B109]). For example, Yu et al. ([@B109]) proposed a semantic data fusion method (SimNet), which optimized the weights of multiple functional association networks to align with a semantic-similarity kernel matrix induced from the GO annotations of genes. After that, SimNet applied these weights to fuse the networks into a composite network, and then performed random walks on the composite network to make a prediction.

Measures of the similarity between genes can be extended from taxonomic similarity measures between GO terms. Existing similarity measures between genes can be further divided into two categories (Pesquita et al., [@B71]), pairwise and groupwise. Pairwise measures generally employ an average combination (Lord et al., [@B50]), maximum combination (Sevilla et al., [@B81]), or best match average combination (BMA) to integrate the proximity between pairwise terms. Among them, BMA provides a good balance between the maximum and average measure, since the latter two measures are inherently influenced by the number of terms being combined (Pesquita et al., [@B71]). Groupwise measures directly apply set (Mistry and Pavlidis, [@B58]), graph (Pesquita et al., [@B70]; Teng et al., [@B84]), or vector operator to compute the similarity between two sets of terms. For example, Mistry and Pavlidis ([@B58]) introduced a set based metric called term overlap (TO), which takes into account the ratio between the number of shared annotations and minimum number of annotations of two genes. Graph-based measures organize terms annotated to a gene by a subgraph of DAG and then use graph comparing techniques to quantify the similarity between genes, i.e., simGIC (Pesquita et al., [@B70]) and SORA (Teng et al., [@B84]). The associations between a gene and all its terms can be encoded as a binary vector; vector-based measures then directly calculate the similarity between genes on the binary vectors using traditional similarity metrics (i.e., cosine and Hamming distances). The methods mentioned above use only the GO annotations and structure, whereas Peng et al. ([@B69]) presented a similarity measure that integrated information from gene co-function networks, the GO structure and annotations.

To facilitate effective exploration of these semantic measures, some online tools or packages have been developed for the community. Yu et al. ([@B110]) introduced an R package called GOSemSim to efficiently compute the semantic similarity between individual GO terms, sets of GO terms, genes or gene clusters. Peng et al. ([@B68]) developed a web tool called InteGO2 to select the most appropriate measure from a set of measures using a voting method, or to integrate measures via a meta-heuristic search method. Mazandu et al. ([@B55]) introduced a Python portable application called A-DaGO-Fun, which assembled diverse semantic measures and biological applications using these measures.

However, most solutions based on semantic similarity are still impacted by incomplete GO annotations. For a gene without any GO annotations, its semantic similarity with other genes is zero. Another limitation of semantic similarity-based solutions is that they cannot predict new annotations for a gene without any annotations. Furthermore, semantic measures are computed with respect to massive GO terms and, thus, are less reliable with sparse annotations. To address the last issue, some efforts have been made toward compressing these terms before measuring the semantic similarity (Done et al., [@B17]; Yu et al., [@B120], [@B116]; Zhao et al., [@B129]); these were reviewed in previous subsections.

4. Remaining Challenges and Potential Topics {#s4}
============================================

Despite much progress, the intrinsic complexity of GO-based gene function prediction, the evolution of GO and the importance of reliable GO annotations for various domains mean that there are still interesting and challenging research directions, which deserve further efforts.

First, the GO annotations of genes are still incomplete, shallow, imbalanced across species and even noisy (Thomas et al., [@B87]; Dessimoz and Škunca, [@B16]). Since the semantic similarity between genes may not faithfully reflect the actual similarity between genes or terms with incomplete annotations, semantic similarity-based solutions can only be applied for species with sufficient annotations. Although several semantic similarity-based solutions make specific use of the GO hierarchy, GO annotations (Tao et al., [@B83]; Done et al., [@B17]; Xu et al., [@B99]; Yu et al., [@B121],[@B123]) and additional data sources (Peng et al., [@B69]; Yu et al., [@B116]) to obtain an improved performance, they are mostly based on the assumption of complete annotations. In addition, many solutions suffer from an overwhelming computational load when handling massive GO terms. Hence, more efficient and effective models are still welcomed.

Second, for massive GO terms, the models based on compressed GO terms (Done et al., [@B17]; Wang et al., [@B96]; Yu et al., [@B120], [@B116]; Zhao et al., [@B129]) have attracted increasing interest. Although the compressed labels allow researchers to explore and employ potential relationships between terms, more theoretically sound label-compression solutions, which enable efficient gene function prediction with improved efficiency and reliability, are still anticipated.

Third, multi-omics data can reflect gene function from different aspects and they complement each other. Some efforts have been made to combine GO and heterogeneous proteomics/genomics data (Cho et al., [@B13]; Yu et al., [@B109], [@B117]), but they often suffer from a large number of GO terms. Therefore, they have to project heterogeneous data onto the common latent feature space, which obscures the intrinsic structures of the respective data sources. More advanced integrative solutions must integrate these heterogeneous biological data and the GO knowledge more effectively.

Fourth, due to the research priorities of biologists and animal/plant ethics, the collected GO annotations of genes are imbalanced across different species (Schnoes et al., [@B77]). Many species have scarce annotations, and their annotations must be electronically inferred from those of relatively well-annotated species. Some studies show that the GO annotations of homologous genes across species are complementary. One fruitful direction would be to credibly transfer annotations from several well-annotated and curated species to less-studied species.

Fifth, most existing solutions focus on predicting the new annotations of a newly-sequenced gene or the missing annotations of a gene with sparse annotations. In fact, gene function prediction relies on the known positive and negative annotations of a gene, but conventionally only the positive annotations of genes are reported and, thus, recorded in GO. Therefore, it lacks negative annotations, which limits the discriminative ability of function prediction models (Youngs et al., [@B102]; Fu et al., [@B22]). Noisy annotations are also still largely overlooked by the community, which may mislead wet-lab experimental verification, GO enrichment analysis, and more. More efforts can be devoted into identifying noisy annotations and irrelevant (or negative) annotations of genes.

Last but not least, beside proteins, other gene products like miRNAs and lncRNAs also play important roles in many life processes and have associations with different complex diseases (Lu et al., [@B53]; Chen et al., [@B8]; Deng et al., [@B15]; Zou et al., [@B134]). Our preliminary studies (Yu et al., [@B106], [@B118]; Fu et al., [@B21]; Wang et al., [@B98]) show that using GO appropriately can boost the prediction of lncRNA-disease associations, and GO has some overlaps with Disease Ontology (Schriml et al., [@B78]), which also adopts a DAG to hierarchically organize disease terms. For example, GO has been used to find functional similarities in genes that are overexpressed or underexpressed in diseases (Chen et al., [@B9]), and our empirical results showed that the exclusion of GO annotations of genes significantly compromised the precision of an lncRNA-disease association prediction (Yu et al., [@B106]; Fu et al., [@B21]). Another issue is that alternative splicing causes a gene to be translated into different isoforms or protein variants, but GO collectively stores the associations between GO terms and genes irrespective these variants. Differentiating the GO annotations of individual isoforms can provide a deeper analysis of living processes (Li et al., [@B44]). Our recent study confirmed that considering the GO hierarchy also helps to identify the functions of individual isoforms (Wang et al., [@B95]; Yu et al., [@B115]). The accumulated experiences of using GO for gene function prediction are expected to shed light on the predicted functions of other molecules (i.e., ncRNAs).

5. Conclusions {#s5}
==============

Identifying the functional roles of gene products such as proteins and RNAs is one of the fundamental tasks in the post-genomic era. Given the incomplete functional knowledge of genes, we have to admit that existing gene function prediction solutions are still no substitute for wet-lab experiments. Rather, they are an important supplementary technique. As more evidence of gene functions is accumulated from experiments, the gene function prediction solutions will become more competent.

Our survey reviews the literature of ongoing studies of gene function prediction using GO, with the aim of expediting research into reliable gene function prediction. We may neglect some important work related to GO-based computational gene function prediction, given multiplicity and diverse progress in various areas. The main challenges of gene function prediction are: (i) GO annotations that are incomplete, sparse, shallow, and imbalanced within and between species; (ii) massive structurally organized GO terms; and (iii) increasing relevant and irrelevant multi-type biological data. In summary, although various computational methods based on GO have been proposed, there are still promising topics and challenges that deserve further efforts.
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